Objective: This study aimed to explore early childhood educators' anxiety regarding science education via Q-methodology. Methods: As the first step, 268 Q samples were collected from resources such as books and research papers related to science education for young children. Through five stages of excluding and modifying, a set of 33 Q statements was finalized. The P sample consisted of 40 early childhood educators and was based on educational levels, years of teaching experiences and types of centers. The collected data were analyzed using QUANL statistical program.
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Step 1: Selection of Q sample 
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Step 2: Selection of P sample
• 40 early childhood educators at the Seoul and Gyeonggi-do area
Step 3: Q sorting
Classification of Q statements based on levels of agreement into 9 piles
Asking reasons for strong agreement or disagreement with specific Q statements
Step 4 Table 1 . Shin & Kim (2007) Journal article Science teaching efficacy D. Shin (2010) Master's thesis H.-S. Park (2007) Master's thesis H.-S. Cho (1998) Journal article Science teaching method E.-J. Lee (2010) Doctoral dissertation M. A. Kim (2002) Doctoral dissertation S. J. Lee (2007) Master's thesis M.-A. Lee (2008) Master's thesis Early childhood science education course 2단계: P 표본(P sample)의 선정 
과학교육 불안에 대한 유아교사의 인식 유형
QUANL program Q 4
. 75 Science Education Anxiety Among Early Childhood Teachers Note. D = director; AD = assistant director; KTG 1 = kindergarten teacher grade 1; KTG 2 = kindergarten teacher grade 2. 
제4유형: 단순 과학 기피형 No. Q statements Z-score 3 I feel burdened by learning scientific terms and knowledge.
1.082 16 I think science is too difficult for children so that it is hardly teachable.
.907 13 I have difficulty integrating science activities across the other educational areas.
.709 8 I have difficulty finding adequate questions for developing scientific concepts of young children.
.555 10 I have difficulty demonstrating scientific inquiry skills such as observation, test, and prediction.
.544 22 I think science education happens naturally without careful planning of science activities.
-.571 26 I think developing curiosity in science and inquiry skills are not important for children.
-.575 28 I think basic knowledge regarding object and matter is not important for children.
-.651 24 I think socio-emotional activities are more important than science activities.
-.801 23 I think teaching basic self-help skills are more important than proceeding scientific activities. 
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